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Do you remember how to talk about age?  

You probably remember we have to change form according to numerals we use.  

All numbers ended in 2,3,4 except teens are followed by Nominative plural eg. 2 pomidory but 

numbers ended in more than 5 and teens are followed by Genitive plural. That’s why we say 5 

pomidorów. 

 

Ono ma 1 rok. 

Ona ma 2, 3, 4….                   22,23,24             32, 33, 34(...)  lata. 

On ma                   5,6,7(...).21              25(...)31     (...)     lat. 

 

 

 

What are the endings in Genitive plural? 

 

 

  
Nominative sg 
 

 
Genitive pl 

adjective noun adjective noun 

stem ending stem ending stem ending stem ending 

M dobr y dom --- dobr ych dom ów 

F dobr a kobiet a dobr ych kobiet --- 

N dobr e aut o dobr ych aut --- 

 

 

As you can see adjectives in Genitive plural are extremely easy so they don’t need extra 

explanation. Endings of masculine nouns also don’t cause more problems. However, endings of 

neuter and feminine aren’t always so easy.  

 

Do you remember the rule that if the stem of a word end in two consonants it should be 

separated with e if it’s not followed by any ending? It happens also here.  

 

Let’s take the word marchewka. We want to say a bundle of carrots so we need to use Genitive 

plural. 

 

1.Marchewka is female so we need to remove a because this is the ending of Nominative 

singular. 
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2.Now we have marchewk. It can’t stay like that because we can’t have two consonants in the 

end. We have to separate them adding e in between them.  

3.Now we achieved the finale form marchewek. 

 

Pęczek marchewek, proszę! A bundle of carrots please - you can say to your vegetable 

vendor in a market. 

 

Let’s take one step forward. Do you remember that letters k and g need support of i when they 

are followed by e or in the end of adjectives?  Surely you remember that we say japońskie kino 

not “japońske kino” and hiszpański samochód not “hiszpańsky samochód”.  

Well, we have to remember about it also in Genitive plural. 

 

If we want to make Genitive plural of word okno we have to ask ourselves a couple of questions: 

 

1.What gender is it and why?  

Neuter because it has an o. In Genitive plural we drop the ending so we get the form okn.  

2.Is okn the correct form and why?  

No, because we end up with a stem ended in a cluster of two consonants. 

3.What do we have to add between two consonants in a cluster? 

Vowel e. 

4.All right. Now we have form “oken”. Is it correct?  

No, because letter k before e needs support of i. We need to add i. Finally we achieved the 

correct form which is okien. 

 

Ten pokój nie ma okien! - This room doesn’t have any windows! 

 

 

Alternations of vowels 

 

There happen that vowels o and ó alternate in stem when the noun change cases. You have to 

remember some examples. 

 

Samochód in Genitive plural is samochodów 

Woda in Genitive plural is wód 

 

Not all the stems will have alternations. For example: 

Góra (mountain) in Genitive plural is gór 

 


